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• Improve collections—up 
to 29% on average—with a 
precise approach for each 
patient without leaving your 
Cerner platform

• Save substantially on 
payment device capital 
and operating expenses—
between $250K and $1M 
depending on organization’s 
size

• Increase customer self-
service rates by up to 50% 
by offering an intuitive 
payment option

• Increase staff accountability 
by helping them offer the 
right payment options to 
patients at the right time

• Gain improvements in 
payments received in 3 
days or less—up to 67%—
after patients receive their 
statements

• Reduce PCI scope for 
agent-assisted phone-based 
payments using integrated 
IVR, text and email 
automation

Improve Collections with a Precise 
Approach for Each Patient—All Within Your 
Cerner Environment
Balancing empathy for patients while maintaining the best payment 
outcomes takes both art and science. What if you could improve your 
patients’ payment experience and your financial outcomes as a digital 
extension of your printed statements? 

Benefits

By embedding PersonaPay™ into Cerner Millennium®, you 
create a digital extension to the paper statements you 
already source from Cerner. 

PersonaPay™ 
Seamless Cerner Millennium® 
Integration

Providing consistent messaging and payment options, both on paper 
and online, improves the patient experience and the likelihood of 
payment action. 

PersonaPay delivers the most efficient and complete patient-centric 
way to increase payments. A comprehensive approach is used to tailor 
payment options to the needs of each patient, including consolidating 
patient balances from all service areas within the same health system.
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 • Clear payment options tailored to each  
patient’s unique needs
 • Direct payment posting into Cerner
 • eStatement delivery and communication 
preferences
 • Deviceless Payments for CSRs or POS staff  
to securely take payments over the phone  
without a payment device—great for remote 
workers!
 • Integrated Merchant Services for a complete 
payment solution, including settlement 
reconciliation

Features

Coupled with RevSpring analytics, PersonaPay provides clear payment 
options within Cerner that are tailored to each patient including: pay 
in full, payment plans, patient financing, and financial assistance. 
Patients easily can set-up and manage electronic statement delivery, 
payment plans, card/banking information, and payment preferences. 
Front desk staff and customer service representatives also can leverage 
our intuitive portal interfaces within Cerner to access, record, and verify 
patient insurance and billing information, as well as take credit/debit, 
ACH, and cash payments.

CSRs guide patients through a scripted post-service financial 
conversation that uses built-in analytics to present a tailored payment 
option for each individual. CSRs and front staff workers can securely 
capture—via IVR, text or email technology—personal credit/debit 
and banking information without hearing the information directly 
or physically handling the cards. This mitigates PCI risk and lessens 
dependency on payment devices.

As an extension to your printed statement, PersonaPay can present 
one easy to understand patient statement that combines charges from 
disparate EMR environments throughout a health system’s enterprise. 
We can then route and process digital payments to the right merchant 
environment and EMR/HIS system for each service area. This decreases 
patient billing questions and improves self-serve payment rates, 
leading to more cost-effective processing. And all of this activity is 
automatically posted back into Cerner for up-to-date balances and 
payments.


